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Vogues Present Concert 
On Campus March 6 
The sound of the Vogues are 
being brought to Taylor March 6 
by SUB. The Vogues, a national­
ly known male quartet, is cur­
rently on a collegiate concert 
tour and has put together a per­
formance for the college audi­
ence. 
ago. After one hit they disbanded 
to enter the armed services. Once 
reorganized and with their own 
g u i t a r i s t  a n d  d r u m m e r ,  t h e  
Vogues have been producing for 
Reprisal Records and making 
personal appearances in supper 
clubs and concert halls. 
The performance will begin at 
8:15 p.m. in Maytag. Tickets are 
being sold in Sammy Morris 
lobby during meals or other 
times in the student center of­
fice for $2.50. 
The concert will feature their 
own hit songs—"Five O'Clock 
World," "You're the One," I've 
Gotta Be Me" and "Turn Around, 
Look At Me."-
Their private repertoire is sup-
Debaters Bring Back Wins 
in Recent Tournaments 
plemented with standards like— 
"Time after Time," "September 
In the Rain," and "Just in Time." 
At certain selected points their 
program of soft lights and mood 
music is abruptly interrupted by 
satires on TV's commercials or 
their imitation of today's Country 
and Western Scene. 
The Vogues are all four from 
Turtle Creek, Penn. where they 
started their career nine years 
Individual tryouts for "Long 
Days Journey" and "In To 
Night" will be Monday, March 
2, from 4 to 5 p.m. and 7 to 
8 p.m. in the speech and drama 
building. This will be the only 
day for tryouts. A sign-up 
sheet is posted in the speech 
and drama building. Copies of 
the plays are available in the 
library. 
Taylor debaters Ken Oman and 
Terry Deck won four debates and 
lost one in a switch sides varsity 
tournament at Buffalo, N.Y., Feb. 
20-21. Eighteen teams from five 
states were entered in the com­
petition. 
Taylor's team defeated Michi­
gan State, University of Buffalo, 
University of Detroit, and Kent 
State, and lost in the final round 
to another Michigan State team. 
The debaters dealt with the Na­
tional Collegiate Debate Resolu­
tion related to federal revenue 
sharing with states. 
on Wednesday, March 11. Oman 
and Deck will represent Taylor 
in the exhibition. The debate will 
be judged by an invited panel of 
judges from other universities. 
The 18th Annual National In­
vitational Debate Tournament of 
Notre Dame University is on the 
debate agenda for the weekend 
of March 6-7. The tournament is 
a six-round switch-sides tourney, 
with four elimination rounds. 
The Vogues will perform in Maytag March 6 at 8:15 p.m. Tickets 
are on sale in Sammy Morris Lobby during meals and in the student 
center office for $2.50. 
The Taylor debate team partici­
pated in the Kent State tourna­
ment on February 13-14. Taylor 
won two rounds of the six rounds 
they debated. 
Plans are being finalized for 
an exhibition debate to be held 
witb Indiana University in chapel 
Accomplished Organist To Give 
Recital In Friday's Chapel 
THE 
Thomals Richner, accomplished 
Mozart pianist and organist, will 
perform in Maytag gymnasium 
on Fri. March 6 at 10 a.m. He 
will give an organ recital in 
chapel using the1 famous Rodger's 
Touring Organ. 
At 4 p.m. he will conduct a 
master class which will be an 
interpretation of Mozart. This 
class and a Saturday class and 
recital will be held in Shreiner. 
Saturday, his class will be "Prac­
tice Now-Play Later" and this 
provided his recital debut in 
New York City. 
Richner completed his educa­
tion by earning both his Master's 
and Doctor's degree from Colum­
bia University. He was awarded 
an honorary Doctor's degree by 
Colby College of Waterville, 
Maine, and he co-founded a sum­
mer institute there. The insti­
tute is designed to enrich church 
music by specially training 
church musicians. Richner is cur­
rently a member of the Douglass 
College faculty at Rutgers, the 
State University of New Jersey. 
In recent years, Richner has 
given concerts with increasing 
frequency, touring Europe's capi­
tals several times. He is noted 
especially for his playing of Mo­
zart, for which he has been as 
highly acclaimed in Mozart's 
Vienna as in New York City. 
Question: Why is there one serving line for those students 
whose lunch break begins at 12:50 p.m.? 
Answer: According to Joe Biermann, food service manager, this 
is a problem which has been raised before and one to which he 
has given much thought. The problem results from a decision to 
close the sandwich line at 12:30 p.m., since by that time over two 
thirds of all lunch-eaters have received their meals. The decision was 
also made because the permanent line can easily accommodate all 
students who pass through the line from 12:30 p.m. to the end of 
the serving period, with exception of the congestion that occurs 
when the students arrive at the cafeteria after participating in a 
12 class. 
Realizing this congestion, Biermann maintains his opinion about 
the closing of the sandwich line, because by leaving the sandwich line 
open he would be expending employee services which could be 
better used in preparation of the evening meal. 
Biermann also realizes that certain students might have special 
problems; and, thus, he wishes that these students would make these 
problems known to him, so that an effective solution could be found. 
Trojan Players Prepare 
Religious Drama For Lent 
Thomas Richner 
If you have any questions for the Forum—Address them to . . 
Paul Jenks, Wengatz Hall, 
Campus Mail. 
class will be held at 10 a.m. Sat­
urday evening he will give a 
piano recital at 8:15. 
Richner was born and raised 
in Point Marion, Pemm. He sup­
ported himself through the Uni­
versity of West Virginia, as an 
organ repairman. When he gradu­
ated from college, he went to 
New York, where he won the 
Naumburg Competition, .which 
The Trojan Players and Speech 
Department are now preparing 
for a series of presentations of a 
religious drama entitled Cassy, 
by P. W. Turner. The play is not 
a musical, but it features many 
musical solos which have been 
scored by Jim Oosting. 
In a preface to his play, Turn­
er has defined Casey as "a drama­
tic meditation on the passion," or 
Crucifixion. The Crucifixion is 
brought up-to-date by putting the 
cross, not on a "green hill far 
away," but in the center of our 
everyday lives; in the center of 
our "affluent society." Thus, the 
central figure, Casey, is not a 
soldier of the Roman Army, but 
rather a sergeant in the British 
Army. 
The cast is as follows: Curt 
Hawker, the Pastor; Jane Falion, 
Eve; Dale Dauge, Mr. Adams; 
Keith Euler, Mr. Yeoman; Bill 
Dickson, Charlie Casey; Jim 
Oosting, John; Mr. Goetcheus, 
Col. Sternhold-H o p k i n s; Mrs. 
Greathouse, Mrs. Sternhold-Hop-
kins; and Sue Davidson, Mrs. 
Love. 
Costumes are being handled by 
Miss Jesse Rousselow and Tim 
Bardsley is working with lighting. 
Casey will be presented in the 
evening services of the First 
Methodist Church, South Bend, 
on March 1; High Street Metho­
dist Church, Muncie, on March 
8; and at a meeting of area 
churches at Crown Point, Indiana 
on March 19. 
Casey is directed by Professor 
Allan Goetcheus, assistant pro­
fessor of speech. Student director 
is Bill Dickson. 
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The editorial policy of this paper is determined 
by the editorial board. All unsigned editorials are 
the official expression of the ECHO. Opinions ex­
pressed as ECHO editorial policy are the re­
sponsibility of the editor and the editorial board, 
and do not express the official opinion of Taylor 
University. Signed columns, letters to the editor, 
and other signed materials represent only the 
individual opinions of their authors. 
Need Seen For Sound 
Anti-Pollution Laws 
Concern for our environment is gaining 
priority over other national interests as more 
people are becoming increasingly upset with 
pollution around them. President Nixon ex­
pressed special concern for our water resources 
in his message to congress this month. 
Although agricultural and municipal sources 
of pollution are problematical, pollution from 
industry is the most acutely damaging to 
water supplies. By simply using the most 
economical way of ridding themselves of their 
wastes and by-products, industries have 
drastically affected waterways throughout our 
nation. The Ohio River is so over-run with 
volatile industrial discharges that sections of 
it caught fire last summer. Lake Michigan has 
been given an optimistic prognosis of nine 
years to "live" before following the pattern of 
Lake Erie. The Reserve Mining Company con­
tributes 67,000 tons of waste iron ore grindings 
to Lake Superior daily, and gallons of petro­
chemical waste have been poured into the 
Houston ship channel. 
While it is true that most industrial con­
cerns are aware of the great need to reverse 
the trend and upgrade the condition of our 
'YEAH, I BET JOE HERE WOULO'A BEEN 
HAPPY TO HEAR WE'RE PULLIN OUT!' 
waters, at the moment pollution control does 
not pay. The technology needed for purification 
of our waters is available, but the money 
needed is too great for our competitive in­
dustries to undertake voluntarily. Public pres­
sure to fight pollution is growing, but this is 
often looked upon as a public relations prob­
lem and is being met with words and advertis­
ing rather than with money and installation 
of anti-pollution equipment. 
The present anti-pollution laws are largely 
ineffective. They are extremely difficult to 
enforce because they are too general. They re­
quire "secondary-treatment facilities" but do 
not define the variables of volume and toxity. 
There is a need for sharply defined laws 
coupled with a strict system of enforcement. 
Fines should be progressively assessed to in­
dustries which fail to comply with standards 
of pollution control. Such fines would be fair 
to those companies which are currently taking 
up this costly burden as well, for they wouid 
make pollution control more profitable. This 
governmental legislation would implement 
faster, definitive action toward our goals of a 
better environment. 
Change Is Not Destructive 
by Dick Hoagland 
Seeking Personal Expression 
It's about this dress code thing. The results representative of the student body. Unfortun-
of the pole were as follows: ately this plug is nothing new, and few of us 
In favor of abolishing 203 like to hear complaints more than once. As we 
In favor of altering 75 ride along, however, the worn treads of this 
Opposed to abolishing 152 argument are felt with dull regularity. For 
430 signatures. Agreed, there are more impor- some girls, for example, the feeling comes 
tant things to waste frustration on than the each Sunday—or evenings in the library when 
dress code at school. That is why only one they do wish they could feel comfortable in 
editorial is being written about it. Is that also a skirt. When does the dress code wear on you? 
why since September Dr. Zimmerman has been The choice-to dress as personally (with as 
confronted with one student about the dress many or as few limitations as we wish)—should 
rules? be our own, subject not to rules but directly to 
There are several reactions to the code, each other's feelings. John Stuart Mill, in an 
Some students just do not want to wear "more essay straight from a freshman text, expresses 
casual" clothes. Others would enjoy being himself this way: 
able to make the choice but don't really care "The acts of an individual may be hurtful to 
that much. Some, too, are vocal in their others, or wanting in due consideration of 
antagonism but ,0.1 dissour.god bosons. .buy JThS? ulSlu.'ed ri'^Tbl 
dont see how their personal feelings can offender may then be justly punished by 
cause change. opinion, though not by law." 
The results of the poll, however, indicate that The writer sees here a request for personal 
a majority out of 430 of us are in disagreement expression. This would mean that if given the 
with the rules we first endorsed on coming to opportunity we would all be responsible to 
school. It would seem imperative that the "tolerate" individuality. How will we ever know 
Senate and Student Affairs Committee are if we could do it if we don't try? 
responsible to legislate a dress code more Georgia Christgau 
A desire to rapidly change Tay­
lor is absolutely not a desire to 
destroy the school. 
Those who perceive that change 
must continue at a greater pace 
at Taylor are often told, "If you 
want a state school atmosphere 
( c o n n o t a t i o n :  c o n t i n u o u s  b a c ­
chanal), go to a state school and 
let us alone." This ostrich at­
titude is dangerously isolation­
ists; for if Christianity is to be 
respectable, it must know of and 
understand the contemporary phi­
losophies, attitudes, and mores. 
As soon as a person understands 
the contradicting world views, he 
is forced to a point of decision. 
But unless he has been ex­
posed to a view opposite his own, 
he can make no decision. He may 
remain an ostrich the rest of his 
life living in a Christian com­
munity, working in a Christian-
controlled company, sending his 
children to Christian schools, 
vacations in Christian resorts, 
and dying in Christian rest homes. 
To be intellectually honest, to­
day's Christian student must not 
be cloistered away where he is 
safe from running against the 
brick wall of secular life styles. 
The trend in secular schools 
seems to be toward a type of new-
social humanism. Taylor, being 
based on New Testament doc­
trines should be so much more 
socially conscious than other 
We Must Do Something Or Else 
schools. Instead, the student phi­
losophy is 15 years behind the 
times. The attitude seems to be 
to synthesize materialism with 
Christianity: "Make your money 
for Jesus — you too can be rich 
and happy." Naturally, scattered 
individual exceptions exist, but 
the general materialistic trend 
stands. 
However, liberalizing the dress 
code and dancing, smoking, and 
drinking rules just to be more 
like a secular school is not the 
answer. That would be unthink­
ing conformity. The real premise 
is: Christians at Taylor are hung 
up on rules. If the rules were 
absent, Christians could live the 
life-style that they have worked 
out themselves. They would then 
be free to explore contemporary 
trends. 
But would they? Probably not. 
A student's past environment 
generally controls him strongly, 
He is a prisoner of his environ­
ment — a Christian prisoner, but 
nevertheless a prisoner. He is 
imbued with the idea that sepa­
ratism is essential. His parents 
were never involved in politics, 
community projects, or civic art 
groups. Their only outside in­
volvement was in city-wide revi­
vals, Easter pageants, and Christ­
mas oratorios. 
Today's Christian college stu-. 
dent must first break the 
boundaries of his past environ-
Cont. on p. 4 
by Bob Whitehead 
It is good to get up in the 
morning and inhale fresh air. It 
is good to drink -a glass of clear, 
pure water. It is good to walk 
bare-foot through sun-bleached 
autumn grass. It is good to see 
Scorpius and Orion wind their 
courses through the sky at night. 
It is good to own a new car. It 
is good to return home in a 
giant jet. It is good to own this 
gadget and that, and it is good 
to turn the thermostat higher on 
a chilly winter night. 
Ecologists have warned world 
leaders that unless the pollution 
of the earth soon ends, mankind 
will. Acid, silt, soap suds, rust 
and radioactivity have already 
rendered much of the earth's 
fresh water unfit for human or 
animal consumption. Motor vehi­
cles, industry and huge jets daily 
pour thousands of tons of deadly-
hydrocarbons into the atmos­
phere. Time has stated that with­
in ten years 25 percent of the sun­
light that should reach the earth 
will be blocked out by clouds of 
airborne pollution. 
According to Newsweek in 
many localities the stars are al­
ready hidden at night by dense 
smog covering. Newsweek has 
also predicted that within 200 
years neither plant nor animal 
life will exist upon the the earth. 
The only hope of mankind is to 
terminate pollution. Realizing the 
truth of this prediction, President 
Nixon has declared that America 
must take measures to halt pollu­
tion within this decade or it will 
be too late. 
It is extremely easy for mem­
bers of the Taylor community to 
ignore the warnings of the Presi­
dent, for Taylor's campus seems 
far removed from the hazards of 
pollution. Smog is non-existent, 
and few local water sources are 
poisoned with chemical wastes. 
Yet the blight of pollution is not 
absent from this area. Last April 
a group of Taylor students filled 
a large truck to capacity with 
tin cans and glass bottles which 
they had gathered from the 
roads that surround the campus. 
This task took only four hours 
and covered just three miles. 
This same group also visited 
the Mississinewa River and noted 
how sewers opened into this 
waterway which passes within 
two miles of Taylor property. And 
finally, these students were 
lectured on the potential danger 
of the DDT which has been 
spread for years throughout 
B l a c k f o r d  C o u n t y  a n d  n o w  
threatens to upset the balance of 
the environment. 
It is easy to ignore these facts 
and pretend that pollution is a 
problem which has no bearing on 
local affairs. It is convenient to be­
lieve that if pollution is ignored, 
it will vanish. It is good to breathe 
fresh air. It is good to drive a new-
car. It is terrifying to think that 
future generations may be dying 
as a result of our selfishness. It 
is something to think about. 
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Taylor Chorale Readies Plans 
For Summer European Tour 
A European tour is being planned for Taylor University's 
1969-70 Chorale, under the direction of Dr. Phillip Kroeker. 
They will tour this summer and present concerts in Switzerland, 
France, Germany, Italy and Austria. The Chorale will leave 
from John F. Kennedy International Airport June 3 for their 
three-week tour. Hopefully, the Chorale will be able to present 
concerts at several American bases overseds, but this is indefi­
nite at present. 
Dr. Kroeker, associate professor of music, has been at Tay­
lor for seven years but this is his first year as director of the 
Chorale. He reported that the trip is contingent upon getting 
the funds and "any donations will be gladly accepted." 
There will be 48 students participating in the European 
tour. 
Youth Conference Needs 
Student Involvement 
The 1969-1970 Taylor Chorale 
What's Happening 
Friday Feb. 27 
HCC Wrestling Championship, 
7:30 p.m., at Earlham 
Saturday Feb. 28 
YFC Quizzing 8-12 a.m. LA 220, 
234 
HCC Wrestling Championship, 
10 a.m. at Earlham 
Artist Series IU—"Twelfth Night" 
8 p.m. 
Sunday Mar. 1 
Campus Church 10 a.m. Shreiner 
Art Show until 3/15 LA Corridor 






— Special — 
Save Your Register Receipt. 
If $2.00 or over — have the 
Cashier Sign It 
It's Good For 
patlMMMMttMII •HH| 
50* OFF 
ON THE NEXT PIZZA 
OF YOUR CHOICE AT 
Patton's Place 
OFFER GOOD THRU MARCH 
Evening Worship 7 p.m.—MSM 
Monday Mar. 2 
IV—6:30 LA 119-120 
Tuesday Mar. 3 
Soc-Psy-Ety 7 p.m. LA 238 
Child Evangelism 7 p.m. LA 127 
Wednesday Mar. 4 
WRA 8:30 p.m. 
PEMM Club 7 p.m. 
Speech Assembly — Dr. G. Zim­
merman 7 p.m. SL 103 
Gamma Delta Beta 7 p.m. LA 
240 
Thursday Mar. 5 
Wrestling NAIA Tourney thru 3-7 
Class Prayer Meetings 7 p.m. 
Friday Mar. 6 
Vogues Concert 8:15 p.m. Maytag 
Concert To 
Jim 
Senior Jim Danhof will be fea­
tured Sunday, March 1, in a 
sacred concert. Danhof, a Chris­
tian education major and music 
minor, from Muskegon, Mich, 
transfered to Taylor from his 
home town's community college 
at the beginning of his sophomore 
year. Danhof has taken voice les-
fast 
service 
Taylor University will be over­
run with high school students at­
tending the 1970 Youth Confer­
ence in two weeks. Amid all the 
suitcases, and shouting, mingling 
people the reason for Youth Con­
ference may seem to be lost or 
pushed aside. 
"Peace through Revolution," 
the Youth Conference theme for 
this year, expresses the hopes of 
c o m m i t t e e  c o - c h a i r m e n  D i a n e  
Mandt and Bill Salsbery. Both 
chairmen set the conference goal 
at seeing lives changed by Christ 
and peace reigning in hearts. 
Reasons for Youth Conference 
vary but the co-chairmen agree 
that the emphasis should be put 
on the spiritual. Secondary to this 
purpose is the acquainting of 
high school students with the 
college environment and Taylor's 
atmosphere. Elimination of the 
seeming isolation of Taylor stu­
dents from high school students 
is another minor goal. 
Feature 
Danhof 
sons the past three years from Dr. 
Hermanson. Following his grad­
uation, Danhof plans to attend 
Dallas Theological Seminary. 
Other participating in the con­
cert will be Paul Ehrsam, playing 
a trombone interlude, and a 
trombone quintet composed of 
Pat Sprunger, Kevin Petterson, 
Mark Garberick, Lee Weiss and 
Ehrsam. Kathy Oosting will be 
the pianist. Included in the con­
cert are classical works, gospel 
music and pieces from several 
oratorios. 
The concert will begin at 3 p.m. 
in Shreiner auditorium. Follow­
ing the concert a reception for 
Danhof will be given by Paster 
and Mrs. Pascoe. 
HUGHES 
CLEANERS 
South Side Square 
Hartford City 
348-3110 
Dai l y  Pick-up & Delivery 
T. U. Bookstore 
Salsbery hopes and expects 
that the Taylor family will accept 
the guests without putting on 
fronts. He feels that is not neces­
sary to suddenly become a dif­
ferent personality for the week­
end. It is Mandt's wish that the 
Taylor people be willing to give 
of themselves and their time to 
meet the needs and desires of the 
high school students. 
Opportunites for serving the 
students through the committee 
structure includes discussion 
group leaders, counsellors and 
dining hall assistants. Only a few 
can hold these jobs but everyone 
can make themselves useful in 
the lives of others, not just this 




"Oh happy river flowing gently 
on to me/softly bring me music/ 
listen to you sing. Swiftly run­
ning, river flowing will at last 
be free/oh happy water wheel 
roll gently over me . . ." Ah. 
This is a nice place, this little 
listening room here. That sent­
ence or two above is from Arol 
Guthrie, but you can play any­
thing you want to. 
Student Union has recently 
equipped this room with a great 
stereo — ready and waiting to 
play. The floor is fluffy shag 
carpet, the walls are barn black, 
and the posters are ... a lot of 
things. Colorful. The light is that 
kind that makes white things' 
look purple. 
If you don't have a stereo of 
your own, come here. If you 
have a paper to type up, or a pro­
ject to make, or a person to 
see, come here. Bring records. 
It's a good little place. 
Wanted' Men and women 
to be trained for effective 
Christian leadership in the 
modern (technological, secular, 
broken) world by the 
EARLHAM SCHOOL OF RELIGION 
Richmond, Indiana 47374 
A QUAKER graduate school 
A new kind of school training men 
and women for a new kind of world 
for more information, write the Director of Admissions 
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Andresen Enjoys Teaching 
New to the Taylor faculty, yet 
familiar to the Taylor world is 
Professor Norman Andresen. A 
1965 graduate of Taylor, Prof. 
Andresen is teaching general 
botany and ecology in the ab­
sence of Professor Snyder, who 
is on sabbatical leave. 
Taking a semester's leave from 
his graduate work, Andresen 
plans to return to school in 
September, hopefully to the Uni­
versity of Michigan, to finish 
work on his doctorate. Graduate 
studies have taken Andresen to 
Michigan State University and 
to University of Montana. 
Taxonomy, the classification of 
plants, and the study of fresh 
water algae, have been Andre-
sen's line of research in graduate 
studies. At the University of 
Montana he worked with the 
fresh water algae, which ranges 
in size from microscopic length 
by Candy Barker 
to 27 feet long. "This study is 
important to the world of man 
because algae changes sun energy 
to chemical energy and is re­
sponsible for a great percentage 
of oxygen in the air," said And­
resen. 
When asked how it felt to be 
on the other side of the desk in 
his return to Taylor, Andresen 
said, "My Taylor is gone forever. 
The physical Taylor is still here 
and is improved, but my Taylor 
only exists in the memories of 
the yearbook. The spirit and as­
pect still remain, but the Taylor 
today is a new Taylor. There is, 
however, uniting bond for any 
Taylor student from any class, 
and that is the common experi­
ence of having lived at Taylor." 
In the role of professor, And­
resen likes it very much. "Teach­
ing is the most challenging, re­
warding career I can think of. It 
Dear Echo Editor, 
This letter is in regard to the 
recent conflict on campus con­
cerning the current dress code. 
I was recently disappointed by 
"some men of Wengatz" who 
wrote a letter complaining that 
the skirts have been too short. I 
was disappointed not because 
they felt that they had a right to 
object, but because they felt that 
they had a right to object with­
out identifying themselves. I, for 
one, appreciate a man who shows 
a little authority and who is not 
afraid to say where he stands 
personally. Because these men 
acted less than a man I did not 
listen to them. 
But this past week-end I heard 
Dr. Bill Bright, founder of Cam­
pus Crusade, state that the rea­
son some Christians dress like 
the world is because the Chris­
tian world has lost contact with 
God. Everyone seeks life. Our 
clothes are, in a unique way, an 
extension of our personality. If 
there is no heart and soul in 
Christianity a person seeks life 
elsewhere. But I have discovered 
that Christianity has more than 
sufficient power and life for 
anyone and for me there is no 
need to look more at the world. 
This letter does not mean that 
from here on out I will wear 
black but if in any way I have 
hindered someone—I would like 
to apologize. 
Mary Linder 
is the thing I want to do." 
Teaching on the college level 
interests Andresen because he 
feels that most college students 
choose their specific courses be­
cause of interest rather than as a 
graduation requirement as many 
high school students would do. 
"The most important aspect of 
teaching is to get people's inter­
est aroused in the field. Arousing 
interest is a guide to points of 
inquiry and then the teacher can 
guide the steps of the student in 
learning," said Andresen. 
Along with the arousal of in­
terest, Andresen feels that prac­
tical experience is the best way 
to make book knowledge live. 
"If it had not been for a field 
station experience I would not 
have remained in science. There 
is a difference between recogniz­
ing specimens in a laboratory 
and finding your own in the 
field," he said. Discovery is ex­
citing and if one has the practical 
experience then it is easier to 
relate the excitement to stu­
dents." 
Taylor students have great 
learning opportunities in Andre-
sen's evaluation. He believes the 
research staff of the science de­
partment can work as a unit or 
as individuals giving students bet­
ter opportunities than they would 
be received in large schools. 
Andresen is an avid outdoor 
enthusiast. The 15 months spent 
in Montana gave Andresen and 
his wife great enthusiasm for 
back packing, "rough" camping, 
canoeing, fishing and mountain 
climbing. He enjoys swimming, 
tennis and basketball and at Tay­
lor he enthusiastically attends 
the various athletic activities. One 
activity he doesn't participate in 
is the "Taylor hang." "I don't 
hang," he claims, "so don't try!" 
(Hm-m-m!) 
\ 
Reach out to help those who need help. A learning experience is in 
store for both the tutorer and the child. Approximately 30 students 
are needed to serve in the Upland elementary school. (Photo by 
Mike Betz) 
Do your thing! 
Teach A Tot 
by Joyce Payne 
"Remember the sound 'o-o' 
said in 'good,' Carl? Okay, this 
word begins with 'st' instead. Now 
can you say it?" A smile flashes 
across Carl's face as he looks up, 
"Stood?" — the first result, the 
first sign that a child understands 
how to "sound out" words on his 
own. 
These are skills which every 
child must learn in order to read. 
And reading itself is so vital 
that if the child fails here, he will 
most likely face failure in all 
other areas. Would you like to 
save a small child from this con­
tinual rejection, to spark a self-
confidence now while the eager­
ness and desire to learn are just 
blossoming? Be a tutor! 
SGO for three semesters has 
been reaching out a helping hand 
in this way. The tutoring pro­
gram, a function of the communi­
ty service and relations com­
mittee, is headed by Ruth 
Buczynski and Miss Jean Camp-
Academic Stewardship Meets Dual Need 
Can it be that essentials of the 
stewardship concept and practice 
—economy and utilization of 
time, facilities, and personnel — 
are greatly different on a univer­
sity campus than in business or 
church life? If time is money it 
may also be the space within 
which potentials of personality 
are developed, left dormant, mis­
used, or invested in enterprises 
other than the university. 
Physical facilities, obviously ex­
pensive, represent multiple, even 
sacrificial, investment. They also 
provide spatial means for per­
sonnel development, misuse, or 
dormancy. 
Available personnel in the 
mutual venture of learning is the 
limitless reservoir of human po­
tential which always beckons the 
pioneer. And certainly the per­
sonal units of this human res­
ervoir, whether considered as in­
dividuals or as collective groups, 
may function more advantageous­
ly in the framework of strategic 
interaction with available time, 
facilities, and other segments of 
the learning community. 
Stewardship of time, facilities, 
by Dale 
and personnel may have eco­
nomic problems also. A break in 
this .writer's undergraduate pro­
gram found him temporarily em­
ployed as an amateur machinist 
for Republic Steel Corporation. 
He well remembers a maxim of 
the machine tool department: 
"An idle machine is costing, not 
paying!" In those days a boring 
mill or a lathe might have cost 
the company an initial invest­
ment of $80,000; and billion-dol­
lar Republic Steel could not af­
ford to have its $80,000 standing 
idle. 
The present writer's employ­
ment in Taylor's million-dollar 
Liberal Arts Building, especially 
in late afternoons and on Satur­
days, aften reminds him of Re­
public Steel's maxim, "An idle 
is costing, not paying!" 
And someone is paying that cost! 
Guess who! Yet the present 
writer is fully aware that the 
segments of Taylor's immediate 
constituency which bear the 
heaviest share of that cost would 
be the first to cry out against 
any efforts of stewardship to 
economize by implementation of 
E. Heath 
our million-dollar investments 
toward late afternoon or Satur­
day production. 
State supported universities 
cannot afford to leave their 
facilities idle on Saturdays and 
in the evenings. This writer has 
conducted classes for some of 
them—straight through the din­
ner hour, and on up to 10 p.m. 
And all along the corridors there 
were other classes in session. But 
wealthy Taylor, needing no such 
economy of stewardship as Re­
public Steel or Indiana Univer­
sity, need not concern herself 
with her idle millions of invest­
ment which could be paying in­
stead of costing! and thus reduc-
• ing costs! 
Even a few responsible citizens 
of Taylor's geographical locale 
have repeatedly confronted this 
writer with the question, "When 
will Taylor offer some courses in 
night school and thus give local 
residents an opportunity," An­
swers may not be easy; but they 
may not be wholly impossible 
either. 
And while million-dollar build­
ings stand idle, or find them­
selves academically desecrated 
with wholly unacademic interests, 
other segments of the learning 
community find so little involve­
ment in the university that heavy, 
part-time, or nearly full-time jobs 
on the side are both practical and 
permissible. Can it be true that a 
twentieth century university 
caught (or is it caught?) in the 
maelstrom of great knowledge ex­
plosions has nothing more to com­
mand or to offer large segments 
of its academic personnel? 
Is there not further place on 
our campus for the spirit of in­
tellectual adventure? a spirit as 
volcanic, perhaps, as that of 
inquiry, not to mention economy, 
that would forbid our learning 
facilities to be lackadaisically 
idled, our personnel to be so 
much at play, or enriching them­
selves with "foreign" engage­
ments, our excellent institutional 
scheduling to be sabotaged, chal­
lenged, threatened, and some­
times nearly destroyed? In short, 
is there any such thing as aca­
demic stewardship? And if so 
what are its implications? 
bell, Head resident of East Hall. 
At present the program is allow­
ing approximately 30 students to 
serve 14 Upland elementary 
classrooms, grades one through 
six. The number of pupils each 
tutor has varies from one, to half 
the class. 
Tutoring is a chance to "do 
your thing" in the field of teach­
ing. After being set up with a 
time, (most choose to serve one 
or two hours a week), a grade 
level and a teacher, the tutor is 
on his own to meet the children 
and decide how best to help them 
with their reading problems. Ac­
tivities with the children are 
limitless. The main objective is to 
get them excited about reading, 
and this can be done through 
puzzles, games, competition, mag­
azines, flash cards, and other ma­
terials. 
Helpful suggestions and refer­
ence materials are offered by the 
advisors of the program, and the 
teacher under which the tutor 
works. The media center and 
library also offer helps. 
Tutoring is more than aca­
demic. Those participating in the 
program say it provides for the 
tutor invaluable experience in a 
teaching situation, an opportuni­
ty for self-evaluation of abilities, 
goals and needs. For the tutoree, 
the teachers say it provides the 
child with a feeling of success 
that encourages him to continue 
the work that is so far beyond 
him, and a positive assurance that 
someone really cares. 
Cont. from page 2 
ment. He must be willing to unite 
with his community rather than 
to seek insulated seclusion. He 
must see Christianity as a 
method of worship and a way of 
viewing life. Only after breaking 
ties with a confining background 
can he begin to confront con­
temporary philosophy. 
The change that must come if 
Taylor is to be intellectually 
honest in preparing students is 
not an end in itself. Change and 
liberalization of attitudes is a 
means for contemporizing Taylor 
and for legitimatizing Christiani­
ty. Thus, a Taylor education and 
its representative products can 
gain greater respect in contempo-
ary society. 
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Panthers Blast 
Establishment 
Twenty-one members of a radically militant political party were 
arrested and, after a 12-hour grand jury investigation, were charged 
with conspiracy to murder, arson, reckless endangerment, and pos­
session of weapons and explosives. The story has the ring of a B-
grade movie about a South American revolution—except that it 
happened in New York City, April 2, 1969. 
The arrest of 21 members of the Black Panther Party thwarted 
an elaborate plan to destroy the power structure. Bombs were 
allegedly to be placed in highly flammable departments of five ma­
jor stores Macey's, Alexander's, Bloomingdale's, Korvette's, and 
Abercrombie & Fitch—at the height of the Easter shopping season. 
Panther's also allegedly planned to bomb four precinct police sta­
tions and the New Haven branch of the Penn Central Railroad at 
six points along the tracks. As a macabre comic-opera touch, a 
bundle of dynamite was reserved for the Bronx Botanical Garden. 
At the opening of the "Panther 2i" trial in New York three 
weeks ago, the thirteen remaining defendants had been imprisoned 
since April because of inability to meet bail set from 50,000 to 
100,000 dollars. Chief defense lawyer Gerald Bernard Lefcourt 
charged that such excessive bail is contrary to the eighth amend­
ment and almost a pretrial judgment that the defendants are too 
dangerous to be on the streets. Lefcourt appealed the bail to 35 
different judges but received no action. 
Panthers have vowed to bring ghetto emotion to the courtroom 
and to ignore all convention. "The trial's a pig!" snapped one com­
ing into the court on opening day. 
"Right on!" sympathizers in the gallery chorused back. Once 
with a detective on the stand, another defendant leaped to his feet 
and yelled, "That's such a lie even Ray Charles could see it!" Still 
others led the gallery in Panther chants, baited the D.A., and 
"oinked" at justice John M. Murtagh; one pointed an empty gun at 
the judge and clicked it. 
The Black Panther Party, a group of dissident militant blacks 
labled by J. Edgar Hoover as a threat to the Republic, originated in 
Oakland, California, ghettos to insure proper police treatment. The 
party now exists in 30 cities as a monument to Malcolm X, Stokely 
Carmichael, and H. Rap Brown. But as a result of police and FBI 
harassment, by December the Panthers had been decimated and be­
gan losing power in the ghetto. However, the slaying of Fred Hamp­
ton and Mark Clark by the Chicago police unified the support of the 
black community and white liberals. The "Panther 21" trial is adding 
fuel to the fire of support. 
The trial has reached national attention as a confrontation be­
tween the white establishment and black radicals. If the Panthers 
are convicted, inner-city guerilla warfare will be recognized as a 
fact and America will have to remove the rose-colored shades, claims 
Lefcourt. The "Panther 21" incident has carried radicalism to the 
point of plotting indiscriminate terrorism against the larger society. 
The "Panther 21" trial is putting the judicial system to test: 
will dissident groups like the Panthers be allowed to exist in Ameri­
ca? Panther leaders believe existence of the Party will continue be­
cause the black community and white liberals are closing ranks 
against outrages and harassments by the police and FBI. 
Chicago Trial Tests 
New Law 
The five-month "Chicago Seven" trial ended last week with a 
split verdict which resulted in five-year sentences for five of the 
defendants found guilty of "conspiracy to incite riots" at the time 
of the 1968 Democratic National Convention. Two other defendants 
were found innocent on the conspiracy charges, although all seven— 
along with their two attorneys—are presently under penalties im­
posed by Federal Judge Julius J. Hoffman for contempt of court. 
The trial began last October when Abbie Hoffman and Jerry 
Rubin, yippie leaders; Tom Hayden and Rennie Davis, co-founders 
of SDS; Black Panther chairman Bobbie Seale; David Dellinger, John 
Froines, and Lee Weiner returned to Chicago to be arraigned under 
the provisions of the 1968 Civil Rights Act which makes it illegal 
to cross state lines with the intent to incite a riot. 
The defendants contended from the first that it would be im­
possible for them to receive a fair trial in the courts of America. 
They resolved, therefore, to "make a mockery of the system which 
makes a mockery of justice," and returned to Chicago promising to 
put on a spectacle which would be "a combination of the Scopes 
trial, a revolution in the streets, the Woodstock Festival and People's 
Park rolled into one." 
And, true to their prediction, a spectacle has been staged. During 
the first day of the trial, skirmishes outside the courtroom resulted 
in 27 arrests and 19 injuries in a march featuring a gigantic papier-
mache pig. Meanwhile, inside the courtroom, 74-year-old Judge 
Hoffman was conducting the trial with a flair of his own which 
prompted a spokesman for the Illinois Bar Association to speculate 
that an appeal, if not a reversal of any decision had been assured 
from the second day of the trial. 
Hoffman jailed four defense lawyers for contempt of court when 
they attempted to withdraw from the case, but later—when the 
Harvard Law School protested his action—retracted the order. He 
consistently overruled any defense motions and refused to accept 
defense evidence because it was not entered early enough although 
he later accepted evidence from the prosecution under the same 
circumstances. 
During the October 15 moratorium, the defendants staged a 
courtroom protest by wearing the New Left black armbands, unfurl­
ing a Viet Cong flag, and reading aloud a list of Illinois war dead. 
And by November, one of the defendants, who was insisting upon 
questioning witnesses himself, was physically restrained with hand­
cuffs and chained to his chair. When he continued to hurl epithets 
at the judge, he was gagged as well. 
It was into an atmosphere such as this that the United States 
District Jury, made up of 10 women and 2 men, returned with their 
verdict. 
Almost immediately upon the rendering of the verdict, an appeal 
was filed with the U.S. 7th Circuit Court of Appeals. Sentencing was 
pronounced the next day. 
Editors note: In an attempt to bring national news issues to the 
Taylor students, the Echo is expanding its coverage to an in-
depth study report of a current issue. This national news page 
will appear in each issue. The national news team is: editor Dick 
Hoagland; writers Joann Neuroth, Dick VanYperen, Bill Mull-
ford and Bev Finley. 
Political Trials Assault Judicial System 
Minority is on the front page. News media has 
been the constant outlet for minority propaganda. 
"Black Panther" and "Abbie Hoffman" have be­
come household names even among the most con­
servative families in our country. It is because of 
our free system that these minority groups are 
able to proclaim the message of their oppression. 
Gerard Bernard Lefcourt, one of the lawyers 
who is involved in both the Chicago 7 trial and 
the Panther 21 trial, has said; "there is a need for 
immediate radical massive change in this country 
which would provide a fair sharing of wealth and 
relief for oppressed people. Whether it comes 
about within the system or outside, it doesn't mat­
ter." Although Lefcourt does not provide answers, 
he has been actively striving to bring the front 
page propaganda of these now uniting minority 
groups into our judicial system. 
Are the defendants of the Chicago 7 trial just 
juvenile radicals with quick tempers, or do they 
deserve a more astute understanding of what they 
are trying to do? At a glance one could discount 
their outrageous outbursts at the judicial system 
and our government as unimportant radical propa­
ganda. Rather, we should attempt to understand 
what they are doing and the psychology behind 
these trials. 
In the Chicago Conspiracy trial the defendants 
see the formal charge—conspiracy to incite riot 
during the 1968 Democratic National Convention— 
as a cover-up for Mayor Daley's revenge against 
the demonstrators and the Nixon Administration s 
fight to gag such dissent in the future. So the 
trial has taken on more than just what the charges 
stipulate. The court room has now become the 
battleground for a fierce political struggle. The 
defendants have chosen not to fight according to 
the "establishment's" conventions. 
One defendant said, "If we play it by the rules 
—even if the rules eventually might work in our 
favor through the appeals process—we help main­
tain that all Judge Hoffman's rules of evidence are 
just political weapons here. And the only way to 
do that is bring the struggle right out in the open 
ourselves." So when the barbed shouts are heard 
in the court room it is not a result of a free 
temper but rather a carefully strategic move by 
the defense to expose the prejudices of the judge 
and the judicial system. 
This trial has been deeply disturbing to many. 
Judge Hoffman had sentenced all seven of the 
defendants and the two lawyers to a total of over 
15 years for contempt of court. In New York many 
lawyers have expressed deep concern over Judge 
Hoffman's rulings, many of which seem grossly 
prejudiced against the defendants. In a New York 
Times editorial Tuesday, February 17, one editor 
stated, ("Judge Julius Hoffman conducted the 
Chicago Conspiracy Trial in a scandalously biased 
manner. He played directly into the hands of the 
defendants by helping them make of the trial 
something close to a farce.") In this sense the de­
fendants have been victorious in the initial battle. 
Although the verdict has been reached the Chicago 
7 trial is far from being over with appeals all 
ready being drawn up by the defense attorneys. 
In New York City all indications are pointing 
toward the same pattern in the Panther 21 trial. 
When the 13 defendants were informed that they 
had the right to be tried behind closed doors "most 
replied that they did not believe it possible to get 
a fair trial but wanted the public and the press to 
see what was going on." This is to be an open trial. 
The American people have to be educated about 
the true nature of this decadent society!" It is 
clear that the Panther 21 trial will take up the 
political struggle on the New York judicial front 
after the pattern of the Chicago 7 trial. 
These two trials mark the beginning of a new 
aggressive strategy and the start of a series of 
political trials aimed to turn the legal system, 
society, and the government upside down. These 
trials should be considered seriously. Our judicial 
system will have to withstand a powerful offensive 
thrust by the minority factions. 
The task of the judicial system, as always, will 
be to rise above the controversy and constitution­
ally make sure that future defendants get a fair 
trial. Prejudice, such as Judge Hoffman's, will do 
more to crumble the system than prove it. 
These two preliminary political trials are set­
ting a precedent for the future. If political trials 
of the future bring many weak points and pre­
judices to the front page, they will help to refine 
our present system, but if they succeed to destroy 
the system the foundation on which this country 
is built will crumble. 
The ECHO 6 
CL eelleadels: "G alute 
Also interviewed were Carolyn 
Sparks, a junior elementary edu­
cation major from Canton, Ohio, 
and Marty Modjeska, a senior 
physical education major from 
Peoria, 111. Sparks, nicknamed 
"Sparky" by her friends, has 
been involved in cheerleading for 
ten years, and thoroughly enjoys 
the spirited good fun of her 
position. Modjeska was a cheer­
leader for six years before com­
ing to college; she has led cheer­
ing at Taylor for one year. 
During football and basketball 
seasons, practice schedules vary 
from week to week, being much 
more frequent at the beginning 
of each new season. New ideas 
for cheers are contributed by the 
girls themselves and are made 
familiar to the student body at 
pep-assemblies and games. 
Sparks, who is co-captain of 
the cheering squad with senior 
Liz Koppin, expressed one con­
cern of all the girls in the varsity 
group. They are very serious 
about the opportunity given them 
to represent their school, but 
more importantly, they want 
others to see Christ glorified in 
their performances. They try to 
see that prayer precedes the start 
of each game. 
Student body support is as es­
sential to the success of the 
cheerleader's job as it is to that 
of the basketball or football team. 
Modjeska and Sparks realize that 
if students do not come and ex­
press their loyalty and confidence 
in their teams, the players will 
know it as well. Often student 
spirit lags behind when the team 
is not playing well, and it is dif­
ficult for the girls to keep it 
going when they are the only ones 
yelling. 
Sponsor for the cheerleading 
squad is Miss Jane Vanzant, as­
sistant professor of education 
who is "a very faithful fan and 
a great friend to all the girls" 
according to Sparks. She added 
that Vanzant, is their link with 
the administration. 
A rather humorous comment 
was made by a student at Wabash 
College while the girls were visit­
ing for a recent basketball game. 
Most of the Taylor cheerleaders 
are approximately five feet tall 
or under, a fact which created a 
(ECHO photos by Ken Amstutz) 
bit of curiosity among their hosts 
at Wabash. One of their questions 
was, "Is being short a prerequisite 
to being a cheerleader at Taylor? 
I can hardly wait to see your 
team!" The girls assured them 
that height was not a deciding 
factor. 
Tryouts for the Taylor cheer­
leading squad are planned for 
May, and announcements for 
practice will be posted in the 
spring. One of the most en­
thusiastic suggestions for next 
year's squad is that some of Tay­
lor's guys will become interested 
and try out for the cheering team 
as well as girls. The girls honest­
ly believe that this would be a 
great improvement and would 
generate more school spirit at the 
games. Proof of their belief is the 
unofficial cheerleader-in-the-
stands Carl Cunningham, whose 
voluntary assistance the girls ap­
preciated. 
Modjeska and Sparks summed 
up their feelings toward the sea­
son and the team's efforts by 
saying that they are very proud 
of the way all the members played 
—and the way they looked! 
by Mary Anne Singleton 
Taylor University's athletic 
program includes a wide va­
riety of events and opportuni­
ties for students to share their 
school's spirit and testimony. At 
the close of a rather exciting sea­
son, one group of students de­
serves special recognition for 
their enthusiasm and loyalty as 
Taylor's representatives on the 
football field and basketball 
court—the Taylor cheerleaders. 
Commenting on their experiences 
in cheering for the university 
teams and on their hopes for the 
seasons to come, some of the 
girls told what it is like to be in 
the leader's spotlight. 
Among those interviewed were 
Anne Ruenpohl, from St. Louis, 
Mo., and Bobby Webb, from 
Richmond, Ind., both cheerlead­
ers for the junior varsity team. 
Both Ruenpohl and Webb had 
represented their schools in 
cheering before coming to col­
lege. 
One aspect that the girls find 
necessary is the willingness to 
compromise on cheers, because 
styles seem to differ around the 
country. Individual preferences 
must be sacrificed sometimes for 
a more acceptable form. 
When asked what they would 
suggest for improving the Tay­
lor cheering section, the answer 
was, unanimously, "More people!" 
The junior varsity games are 
rarely, if ever, attended as well 
as the varsity games. Perhaps it 
is not considered as important as 
the later game, but the team 
needs the support of fans. The 
success of any Taylor athletic 
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Chapel Fare Varied 
For Coming Week 
Mission work, Youth Confer­
ence, and music occupy the 
chapel hour for the coming week. 
Keith Doudt and Ray Bakke 
from the Inter-City Athletic Mis-
Zimmerman Speaking 
At Speech Assembly 
Dr. Gordon Zimmerman, vice 
president of academic affairs, 
will be the guest speaker for the 
second speech assembly of the 
semester on Wed., March 4. Dr. 
Zimmerman will lecture on "The 
Rhetoric of Preaching." 
The assembly will be held in 
SL 103 at 7 p.m. for all interested 
students. A special invitation has 
been extended to education and 
religion majors. 
sion in Chicago will present their 
work on Monday. Doudt is a 
f o r m e r  T a y l o r  s t u d e n t  w h o  
played baseball for the Trojans. 
The pair spent some time on cam­
pus last year. Wednesday's chapel 
will be the annual prayer chapel 
for Youth Conference coming up 
on the weekend of the 14th and 
15th. 
The final chapel of the week is 
a convocation with the music de­
partment featuring Dr. Thomas 
Richner. He will be giving an 
organ recital. 
On March 3 and 4 Mr. Art 
Erickson, Associate pastor of 
Park Avenue Methodist 
Church, Minneapolis, Minne­
sota, will visit Taylor. He is 
interested in meeting students 
who would like to work in an 
inner city outreach program 
during the summer. The pro­
gram involves a combination 
of various types of camping 
experiences — an elementary 
camp and Wilderness Camps 
for Junior high and high 
school, a backlot program for 
elementary age kids, and small 
group work. It involves ex­
posure to black and white in­
ner city kids, "churched" and 
"unchurched" and to subur­
ban kids. 
Wheels Plan 
Over Spring Break 
ASK THE 
EORUM 
Wandering Wheels will travel 
the Gulf Road from Tallahassee, 
Fla., to Pensacola Fla., during the 
spring break, March 20 to March 
29. 
Leaving from Taylor on March 
20 at 1 p.m. the 41 riders on this 
coed trip will be transported by 
bus to Tallahassee where they will 
begin their week of riding, sing­
ing, swimming sunning, and shar­
ing in church services as they wit­
ness for Christ through bikes. 
The cost of the trip amounts 
to approximately $86 for men and 
$80 for women. Places are still 
open and can be secured by con­
tacting Joe Romine at 998-2778 
or the Wandering Wheels office 
at ext. 336. 
The days of stretching for a rebound are gone for another year Ti!?,Lr0.,ans wefe eliminated from the NAIA playoff by Earlham 
103-100 in overtime. (Chronicle-Tribune photo) 
Trojans 
Season 
Finish 2nd In HOC; 
Record Stands 17-11 
Taylor's winter sports didn't generate very much excitement this 
year . . . did they? The spring sports will provide the same exhilara­
tion as the Trojans move toward the conference All-Sports trophy. 
The Taylor Trojans saw their 
basketball season come to an 
abrupt end on Monday evening 
when they dropped an overtime 
contest to Earlham College 103-
100 in the District 21 playoffs at 
Earlham. Just two nights earlier 
the cagers lost their regular sea­
son finale and the Hoosier Col­
lege Conference championship to 
Hanover in a 69-65 contest. 
Student Body President Presents 
Views On Taylor Dress Code 
(This is the first in a series of 
articles submitted by Hal Ha-
becker, Student Body President) 
entitled 
"On Missing the Point" 
Two weeks ago, a student 
senator submitted an article to 
the Echo giving his reasons for 
abolishing the current dress code. 
I wonder why? What are the real 
reasons for one wanting to abolish 
the dress code? Is it really that I 
cannot be myself, be expressive 
or creative in doing my own 
thing if I am limited, to a small 
extent, by my outward appear­
ance? The answer is vividly and 
emphatically NO. After observ­
ing Dr. Myron Augsburger this 
week and see in his life the ex­
pressiveness and effectiveness a 
Christian can have regardless of 
his outward apparel. 
But why would a student lead­
er use such reasoning? This rea­
soning really does not help me 
to become a better individual. I 
would like to submit that Taylor 
University is missing the point 
of what real Christian education 
is all about. 
To allow you the opportunity 
to make this observation for 
yourself, take a few minutes to 
think about the following ques­
tions, and perhaps take a piece 
of paper and even jot down these 
answers: 
1.) Explain to yourself the 
dress codes and standards for 
student life, and why they are 
not based on being "committed 
to Christ." 
2.) If these standards are not 
really a direct correlation on 
being "committed to Jesus," then 
why are some people so ap­
prehensive about Taylor becom­
ing "too liberal" if those stand­
ards are dropped? Does Taylor 
only perpetuate itself through 
rules and regulations? 
3. Can you name 5 faculty 
members who have personally 
shared with you their relation­
ship to Jesus and what He means 
to them? 
4.) How many times has your 
advisor talked to you about some 
of the real problems you are fac­
ing in life, or is the only time 
people take an interest in you 
is when you are called in to Stu­
dent Affairs? Or is your advisor 
someone who simply signs your 
schedule card to make sure you 
are academically "safe?" 
5.) How many times have you 
seen your professors live out that 
bridge which exists between his 
academic and spiritual pursuits? 
6.) When is the last time your 
student senator was really con­
cerned about you and your 
thoughts on a certain issue? The 
same question could be posed 
concerning hall counselors. 
Enough questions. I'm not sure 
what your answers are, but my 
answers indicate that Taylor is 
missing the point of Christian 
education. How long will Taylor 
continue to be a living essay "On 
Missing The Point?" 
In subsequent articles, I would 
like to deal specifically with this 
time factor in relation to the 
specific contributions students 
can make to their education. 
On Monday the Trojans took 
on a team that they had defeated 
twice in overtime during the 
regular season. At the outset the 
Quakers seemed destined to 
avenge the previous setbacks. 
Paced by the shooting of guard 
Jerry Banks, they took a sixteen 
point lead at the midway mark 
of the first half. The Trojans 
were plagued by faulty ball 
handling and ar series of turn­
overs in the early going, but sud­
denly were able to put their of­
fense together. Taking advantage 
of Earlham mistakes, the locals 
erased the 31-15 margin, and 
found themselves trailing by a 
45-41 count at halftime. 
The Trojans opened the sec­
ond half with hot hands and play 
went back and forth. With 13:07 
showing on the clock, the score 
was tied at 53-53, and then the 
Trojans seemingly made their 
victory move. Jim Wallis' driving 
tip-in gave Taylor the lead and 
with 11 minutes remaining the 
Trojans had opened up a 6 point 
lead. Scott Parsons deflected in 
a short shot with 7:18 left and 
the score was 71-65. Earlham 
closed the gap to four with just 
over four minutes showing, but 
as the three minute mark ap­
proached Parsons sank a jump 
shot to give the Trojans an eight 
point lead and seemingly a vic­
tory. It was 81-74 with 2:30 left 
but it was here that fouls put Tro­
jan's Roger Schnepp and center 
Dave Reeves on the bench. 
The teams continued at a 
stormy clip in the closing seconds 
and the score was 90-88 as the 
Quakers put the ball in the air 
and gained a foul. With two sec­
onds left, Dave Gray sank two 
freethrows and the Trojans and 
Quakers began the overtime 
period—the third time in the 
three games with Earlham this 
year. 
The extra period was all Earl­
ham as Steve Reash and Jim 
Wallis followed their teammates 
to the bench on fouls. Coach Odle 
inserted Dana Cone and Tim 
Reitdorf, but nothing could stem 
the tide of Earlham freethrows 
and the game ended 103-100. 
Banks led all scorers with 32 
points and Gray followed with 28. 
Schnepp, playing in his last game 
for Taylor, led the Trojans with 
20 points. Gary Rickner followed 
with 18, Wallis, Merrill Skinner 
and Reeves had 13, and Parsons 
and Reash contributed 12 and 11 
respectively. 
In the conference final, tne 
Trojans held the front line of the 
Panthers down, but gave up 
points to guard Jeff Klein, who, 
tossed in 23 for the night. The 
Trojans played a sagging zone de­
fense and stymied any close-in 
shooting by Hanover, but lost in 
their gamble to win. 
In the early going the Trojans 
failed to cash in on Panther turn­
overs, and trailed by five at half-
time. The second half was a de­
fensive struggle until a pair of 
fast breaks with 5:26 remaining 
gave Hanover a seven point lead 
and ultimate victory. The low 
scoring was reflected in the in­
dividual statistics which showed 
Reash with 20, Schnepp 14, Wallis 
12, Reeves 8, Rickner 5, Skinner 4 
and Parsons 2. 
The Trojans finished 10-2 in 
conference play and sported a 
17-11 record overall, while Han­
over continues play and will 
represent the HCC in the Dis­
trict 21 playoffs. 
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BITS AND PIECES 
by Bob Livingston 
The Trojan thinclads had 
their first meet last Saturday 
at Ball State. The Trojans 
finished second behind Ball 
State with Butler third and 
DePauw last. Ralph Foote 
captured the only first and 
that was with a time of 4:17 
in the mile. Dave Rich, Bill 
Oldes, and Foote were the sec­
ond place finishers for the 
Trojans. Rich ran a :52.2 in the 
440, Oldes sprinted to a :06.3 
in the 60, and Foote ran a 9:13 
in the two mile. In the half-
mile both Ray Schultz and 
John Yantiss placed. Schultz 
finished fourth and Yantiss 
fifth. In the field events Lee 
Myers captured the only Tay­
lor place and that was a fifth 
in the long jump. 
ing in the girls locker room. 
The golfers have been using 
a netted area in the girls lock­
er room to practice their driv­
ing and chipping. The netted 
area is extremely useful be­
cause it allows the golfers to 
use full force when driving 
and at the same time keeps 
the ball under control. 
With the sunny weather 
this week the golf team has 
been able to emerge from hid­
The Taylor student body 
deserves a note of praise for 
its fine school spirit this year. 
In both the Earlham and Han­
over games the fans did an 
excellent job of combining 
school spirit and good sports­
manship. With the basketball 
season now over, the wrestling 
team could use some support 
as today and tomorrow it at­
tempts to win the HC^. The 
HCC is being held at Earlham 
in Richmond and the wrestlers 
would appreciate a strong 
Taylor backing. 
Wrestlers Place 6th In 
Wheaton Invitational 
The Trojan grapplers are near-
ing the conclusion of their 
wrestling season as they look to 
the H.C.C. meet this Friday and 
Saturday at Earlham, followed 
only by the nationals. 
In an interview with Coach 
Jarman, he revealed that the 
main strength of our wrestlers 
lies in our vast improvement over 
the course of the season. He also 
said, "The competition in last 
weekend's Wheaton Invitational 
was great, and it really sharpened 
us up for the upcoming confer­
ence meet." Jarman said that the 
wrestling team, as a unit, put 
forth their finest effort of the 
season at Wheaton. Augustana, 
one of the finest wrestling schools 
in the nation, came away with 
first place honors, with Notre 
Dame second, followed by Mar­
quette, MacMurray and Dubuque, 
and Taylor, 6th in a field of fif­
teen teams. 
Jarman singled out Dana Soren-
son for his "outstanding per­
formance at Wheaton." In his 
semi-final match, losing by 1 
The 1970 wrestling team poses together for a family picture: Back row, I to r. Dave Sorenson, Doug 
Whittaker, Dave Beechy, Kerry Cole, Mark Marchek. Front row: Phil Arnold, Me! Lehman, Steve 
Dicks, Dana Sorenson, Mike Gaydosh. (ECHO photo by Ken Amstutz) 
Grapplers Try For HCC 
Championship At Earlham 
point with 10 seconds remaining, 
he took down his opponent and 
won the match. Phil Arnold also 
wrestled his finest match of the 
season. 
When asked who the top con­
tenders for the H.C.C. crown 
were, Jarman replied that In­
diana Central and Manchester 
are right up there with the Tay­
lor grapplers. He said that In­
diana Central has to be con­
sidered the favorite, for they 
have won the championship every 
year but one since the start of 
H.C.C. wrestling. 
Manchester, however, is right 
behind them. In a duel meet 
earlier this season, I.C. defeated 
Manchester by a score of 22-15. 
Taylor beat Indiana Central by 
2 points in the Little State 
tournament, all of which says 
that it is still anybody's crown. 
The Hoosier College Confer­
ence wrestling meet starts to­
night at Earlham at 7:30 p.m. It 
continues Saturday at 10 a.m., 
with the finals at 1:30 p.m. 
Preparing for the conference 
meet, the Taylor University 
wrestlers entered into competi­
tion with fourteen other colleges 
and universities in the Wheaton 
Invitational and placed 6th in 
the overall competition. 
Placing ahead of Taylor were 
such noted wrestling schools as 
Augustana, Notre Dame, Mar­
quette, Mac Murray, and Dubu­
que. The last team was Wheaton, 
who defeated Taylor earlier this 
season, scored one point and 
finished last overall. 
Trojans who placed significant­
ly were Phil Arnold, 2nd in 118 
lb. class, Dana Sorenson, 2nd in 
142 lb., Kerry Cole, 4th in 177 
lb. class and Dave Sorenson 4th 
in 138 lb. class. Mel Leaman, 
Steve Dicks, Doug Whittaker, 
Mike Gaydosh, Mark Marchek 
and Dave Beechy all failed to 
place, but wrestled well in their 
respective weight classes. 
In the 118 lb. match, Arnold 
wrestled to the finals before 
losing in the finals to a Grace-
land wrestler. Freshman Soren­
son lost in an overtime in his 
final match, giving Taylor per­
haps its best showing of the 
tourney. Dave Sorenson, lost an 
early one point decision, but 
came back to place a 4th. Cole 
similarly lost by one point in the 
semi-final round, but recovered 
to take 4th. 
The tough competition proved 
a match for the team but the ex­
perience proved worth while to­
ward preparation for the con­
ference match. 
HOURS: 
4:30-8 :00 Mon. -Fr i .  
10 :00-5 :00 Sat .  
Closed Sundays 
Support the wrestlers in the 
HCC championship meet at Earl­
ham tonight and Saturday. 
Dave Beechy demonstrates the winning form of this year's Trojan 
wrestling team as he maintains a firm hold on his opponent. (ECHO 
photo by Norm COOK; 
For The 
BEST 
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